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1. **Responsive**
   - Response time/latency
   - Memory consumption
   - Scheduler/CPU usage

2. **Resilient**
   - Scalable
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   - Reproduce load conditions
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   - Grow + shrink dynamically
   - Use typical load profiles
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- Ease of use
- \( \approx \) real scenarios
- Meets requirements 1 to 4
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1. Response time/latency
   • Memory consumption
   • Scheduler usage

2. Scalability using the right implementation language

3. Control model reactiveness
   • Short convergence time
   • Reproduce initial conditions

4. Master-worker architecture
   • Load modelled on PDFs:
     - Steady
     - Pulse
     - Burst
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The impact on RV benchmarking

Synthetic experiment set-up

- **Portable** and **controllable** experiments
- **Different** load models: Steady, Pulse, Burst
- Approximates **real** web-server traffic

Uncover real reactive system issues

- **Bottlenecks:** memory consumption +
- **Performance degradation:** \( \Rightarrow \) latency

Non-scalable RV tools:

- \( \Rightarrow \) processors \( \Rightarrow \) no \( \Rightarrow \) latency
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The impact on RV benchmarking

Synthetic experiment set-up
- **Portable** and **controllable** experiments
- **Different** load models: Steady, Pulse, Burst
- Approximates **real** web-server traffic

Uncover real reactive system issues
- Bottlenecks: ↑ memory consumption + ↑ scheduler usage
- Performance degradation: → load ⇒ → latency
- Non-scalable RV tools: → processors ⇒ no ↓ latency
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How can we increase adoption?

- Synthetic ≠ bogus

Synthetic benchmarking

Tool evaluation

Is it acceptable for papers?

- Reproducible?
  - Controllable?
  - Deployable?

Distribution

Simulated

- Easy to package (e.g., single VM image)
- Controllable (e.g., Python scripts)
- Reproducible (e.g., artifact evaluation)

Real
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